
 
‘‘GWI’’ Offering Trusted

One-Stop Solution For Customize

Fabrications pan India!



Who We Are???
(GWI) has been premier
organization in the field of
fabrication, since past 8 years a
leading manufactures among
Stainless steel fabricators, for
providing a variety of options in
customize, shapes and size for the
artistic work to handled
indigenous Projects for Hotels,
Residential, Commercial,
Hospitality, Retail, Institutional,
Industrial , Airports , etc. sectors
all across India.



What we can do!!!
Our teams are highly experienced and
fabricated exceptional designs of any kind
by using the highest quality Stainless steel
/ Metal Steel / Brass and accessories of
modern and contemporary style that you
have never imagined. Intelligence minds
and technicality of our team have worked
hard to construct any form of design
according to clients demand.
We had completed more than 400plus
designed projects of clients, across
numerous sectors. Our Team is offering
excellent results to clients with unlimited
possibilities.



Why you choose us...

(GWI) just the way it sounds, the firm has
been built upon a strong foundation of
integrity, honesty, safety, and quality.
 Being Experienced in Customize Fabrication
for Stainless Steel/ Metal Steel / Brass with
variety of finishes like electroplating /
Powder Coating / PVD Coating / deco finish
etc provide unmatchable Solutions to
match up to your class.



YOU DESIGN IT AND WE
CREATE IT....
 
(GWI) can consult on the smallest details of
your idea, to give you the highest quality and
services. The firm assures you full
satisfaction of “Any Product any time”,if u
have design or idea of it.
Leading the Way to trendy, elegant and
durable customize fabrication, we are
successfully meeting the demands of clients,
building a strong &amp; long-term
relationships with them. We work on this on
regular bases.
So, you can choose out of our modest
collection of customized designs and can add
your desirable pattern.



OUR INFRASTRUCTURE

The firm is equipped with the bending machines; metal finishing
shop, fitting & assembly section a well planned machine shop,
abrasive grinding-polishing facilities etc. All the processes of
manufacturing are done under one roof.
>>High-tech infrastructure,
>>Strict Quality Standards,
>>Efficient workforce,
>>Client centered approach,
>>Fair Dealing,
>>Ethical Business Dealings,
>>Competitive pricing…

......



Our Collections
Customize Furniture’s
Customize Partitions
Railings
Outlets Racks & Frames
Staircase
Wall Claddings
Wall Decor
Laser Cutting facade
Ceilings 
Nameplate Singe’s
Main doors and Windows
Profile / joint plates and corner guard 
Sofa and Table legs



We Operate In The
Following Areas…

Residential
Commercials
Hospitality
Retail 
Institutional
Corporate
Industrial
Exhibitions
Airports
Others



Our Vision & Mission

GWI grown as a leader in Stainless Steel
Fabrication Industry strengthening the
company with our customers, culture,

and community.

It’s not just what we do, but how we do it…
we will continue to be first name and

choice of our customers in this fabrication
Services.

Vision Mission



Our Process
                                     Customize fabrication is our business!
 
If you have a complete drawing or simply an idea accompanied by a few
measurements, our technical team can help „‟your ideas turn it into reality‟. We
can work with you in one of two ways:

We can accept complete drawings
and efficiently integrate them into
our fabrication process to ensure
that your specifications are met.
Please submit any drawings file in
HARDCOPY or PDF format.
 

We can discuss your project
needs/concerns via phone calls, email,
or face-to-face conversation to develop
an efficient and quality solution, and
create drawings/prototypes tailor-made
to your specifications and concerns.



Some of our presence clients include:-
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CONTACT US
FEEL FREE TO CONTACT US VIA EMAIL OR PHONE.

OUR TEAM WILL RESPOND IMMEDIATELY.
LET US KNOW WHAT YOU NEED!

REGD  OFFICE

 Ghaziabad, Uttar Pradesh (India)

 

Helpline 24x7: +91 8929777682
+91 8750075087
+91 8750075031

EMAIL ADDRESS
projects@goodwillinternational.in

Marketing Network: Delhi | Noida | Greater Noida | Gurgaon
Faridabad | Meerut | Allahabad | Rajasthan | Pune | Mumbai |

Bangalore | Hyderabad | Kolkata

Fabrication workshop
North East, Delhi (India)

Website : www.goodwillinternational.in

COMMUNICATION  OFFICE
SB-21/G-5, JNC SHALIMAR GARDEN EXTN-II, SAHIBABAD,

GHAZIABAD UTTAR PRADESH - 201005 (INDIA)


